
The Ultimate Step By Step Guide To Produce
An Original Song Using Logic Pro
Producing an original song is an exciting and creative process that allows you to
bring your musical vision to life. Logic Pro, a popular digital audio workstation,
offers a wide range of powerful tools and features to help you produce
professional-quality music right from your computer. In this step by step guide, we
will walk you through the process of producing an original song using Logic Pro,
from the initial idea to the final mix and master.

Step 1: Creating a Rough Sketch

The first step in producing an original song is to create a rough sketch of your
ideas. Grab your instrument or start humming a melody, and use Logic Pro's
instruments or virtual synthesizers to translate your musical ideas into digital
sounds. Experiment with different chord progressions, melodies, and rhythms to
find the perfect foundation for your song.
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Step 2: Arranging Your Song

Once you have a basic structure for your song, it's time to arrange it. Logic Pro
offers a straightforward and intuitive interface for arranging your musical sections.
Drag and drop your different parts - verses, choruses, bridges, and pre-choruses
- onto the arrangement window to create a coherent and engaging structure for
your song. Play around with different variations to enhance the dynamics and
flow of your composition.

Step 3: Adding Instrumentation and Vocals

Now that your song's arrangements are in place, it's time to add instrumentation
and vocals. Logic Pro offers an extensive library of virtual instruments that you
can use to add depth and color to your composition. Choose from keyboards,
guitars, drums, and more to create the right atmosphere for your song.
Additionally, use Logic Pro's powerful vocal recording and editing tools to capture
your vocals with precision and clarity.
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Step 4: Mixing Your Song

Once all the elements of your song are recorded and arranged, it's time to mix
them together. Mixing involves adjusting the volume, panning, and EQ of
individual tracks to create a well-balanced and cohesive sound. Use Logic Pro's
mixer and mastering effects to shape the overall sound of your song, adding
polish and clarity to each element.

Step 5: Mastering Your Song

After mixing, it's time to master your song. Mastering is the final step in the
production process and ensures that your song sounds great across various
playback systems and platforms. Use Logic Pro's mastering tools to achieve a
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professional-sounding final product. Pay attention to the overall loudness,
frequency balance, and stereo image to make your song stand out.

Step 6: Exporting Your Song

Once you are satisfied with your song's mix and master, it's time to export it.
Logic Pro allows you to export your song in various formats, including WAV or
MP3, ensuring compatibility with different music platforms and devices. Set the
desired export settings and save your song to a folder of your choice.

Producing an original song using Logic Pro can be an incredibly rewarding
experience. This step by step guide has provided you with an overview of the
process, from creating a rough sketch to exporting the final product. Embrace
your creativity, experiment with different sounds and arrangements, and enjoy the
journey of bringing your musical ideas to life.
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IMPORTANT ADVICE: the author is not responsible if your girlfriends or
boyfriends abandon you because after reading this book you think more about
logic than about them. Compatible with all previous versions of Logic Pro X and
with Logic Pro 10.7, with downloadable projects designed for All Logic users.
Inside:
01 Prepare for the Journey02 Get Familiar with Logic03 Start Our Original
Song04 Use the Chisel05 DJs that ‘Play’06 Create the Vocal Line07 Explore and
Create Sounds08 Drums and Drum Machines09 MIDI Recording10 MIDI
Editing11 Audio Recording12 Audio Editing13 Tempo and Arrangement Editing14
Mix and Automation15 Mastering
Creating a song from scratch,producing it from start to finish,An impossible feat…
Or a great game? Whether you are a novice amateur, a passionate professional,
an indefatigable sound engineer, a multifaceted instrumentalist, or someone
curious who wants to learn more about this world, Logic Pro allows you to be, or
become... A Producer. You only need to feel like playing. With this manual you will
create an original song from scratch touching on all the production stages:from
pre-production to drafting the piece, from the Vocal Line to Intonation, from
Recording to Editing, from Midi to Sound Design, from Mix to Mastering.
Illustrated steps will guide you, and you will also be taught how to avoid the most
common mistakes. Logic is music! Music can be a hobby. Music can be a toy...
Music can be work. and with Logic Music can be you too !!!

- The Author -

Marco Perino

Owner of Prosuono Studio, lyricist, producer and post producer.

He has the collective experience of hundreds of concerts, productions, classes
and lessons as a trainer, in a method where practice leaves no room for theory.



Apple Certified Trainer from 2012 to 2020, year in which Apple discontinued the
Certification Program
The book is also available in German, Spanish, Portuguese, French and Italian.
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